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Each glow-in-the-dark page of Lunar 2017 Wall Calendar showcases extraordinary photographs
of the lunar surface, lunar phenomena, and the moon against spectacular earthly landscapes
while illuminating the phases of the moon for every day of the year. Expert captions describe
features of the lunar surface, local cosmic phenomena such as eclipses and occultations, and
our moon's special relationship to the Earth and other celestial bodies. Printed with special
luminescent ink, 365 glow-in-the-dark moons let you track the phases of the moon throughout
the year.

About the AuthorUniverse Publishing, a division of Rizzoli International Publications,
publishes pop-culture, humor, beauty, sports, performing arts, and children’s books and
calendars.
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Beej, “hard to mark, even with appropriate pens. the quality of the photos is beautiful and the
glow is really cool. only trouble is i can't write on the date squares--not because the paper is
black (obviously i used a pen appropriate for dark paper), but because it's so glossy. as i was
going through and trying to mark birthdays and special events like i do before a calendar comes
into use, the gel pen just beaded and smeared right off. will have to cut up post-its to be able to
mark things, oh well. as a decorative calendar it's really nice, and i look forward to having it up
over my desk.”

kenotek, “Great for backyard astronomers!. I like this calendar. I recently retired and I am getting
more active with backyard astronomy. The daily moon phase images are a big help in knowing
when the sky will be relatively dark for deep sky observations. Information about the moon,
planets and meteor showers are printed at the bottom of each page. The dates, moon symbols
and printed information all glow in the dark. I didn't need this feature but kids would love it.”

Nabucodonosor, “I like this calendar. I like this calendar. The only thing I wasn't ready for is that
the calendar pages are all black. The reason is, I guess, that the moon cycles on each day glow
in the dark. But still, it's a bit annoying... To glow, you need the room to be completely dark and
when do you go in a room in total darkness? Hardly ever... At least, I don't. But that's ok, it still
does the job of giving you everything a regular calendar gives you, everything related to moon
cycles, plus more. And the various moon pictures are beautiful.”

b.B., “Good buy to track moon phases. I bought this calendar because I wanted to know what
the moon phase was every night of the year and it's perfect for that. The text and moon
illustrations glow in the dark. The monthly photos were ok but could be better selected. Each
month has a description of things to look for in the sky that month. It's not good for tracking
appointments or important dates as the squares are small and background is dark. But like I
said, it's perfect if you just want to track the date and moon phase.”

C. Owens, “LOVE IT !!. I was looking for a calendar a little bit different. The grid and moon
phases and name of each month glow when charged with a light. The pictures do not. The
pages are in black so you need pens that will write on black paper if you're going to add
information. I will probably buy this again next year !!”

Rivadeneira Luis, “Glow in the dark calendar. I actually like the black background. Since I don't
usually write remarks in my wall calendar, this is not a problem, however, I got a gold metallic
marker just in case. The "glow in the dark" feature is in the calendar text and moon phases (not
the pictures) and is very noticeable but lasts just a few minutes. Nice moon pictures.”



N. Echols, “Try to get one every year. I love this glow in the dark calendar and try to get one
every year. The only disappointment is that the large image is not glow in the dark, just the days
and moons in the calendar section, which is still really cool. At the bottom of each month are the
lunar highlights for the month.”

Alissa R., “Pretty nice calendar.. Love tracking the moon phases. Wish the calendar came with a
white pen. The background is black so if you plan to write on it, you will need a silver sharpie or
some type of white pen to write. Doesn't really glow at all, but I'm happy with tracking moon
phases and the beautiful pictures.”

FionaB, “Absolutely love the glow-in-the-dark. Absolutely love the glow-in-the-dark, daily phases
of the moon. Space nerd heaven! But I failed to notice that the pages were all black when I was
browsing, ha ha, as I do want a calendar I can write on. Purchase of a sliver pen will remedy this
but - in case I'm not the only inattentive purchaser who was too busy cooing over the photos and
not looking at the colour of the pages - I thought I'd give that a mention.”

Eva, “Glow in the dark?. I get this calendar every year - it's beautiful. Knocking a star off as it
doesn't glow in the dark and you can't write appointments in the boxes as the pages are black,
so I have to stick little white stickers on the days and write on them! White pages would be
better.”

Lulu, “Best Calendar I have ever bought. Best Calendar I have ever bought! remember its black
though so buy a nice silver or gold pen to write on it with  x”

Helen Warner, “Five Stars. Arrived much quicker than expected. Lovely calendar - my nephew
loves that it glows in the dark.”

jackie, “beautiful. got it for a present as i have one of these every year, beautiful pictures”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 103 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Calendar: 24 pages
Item Weight: 8.8 ounces
Dimensions: 12 x 0.1 x 12 inches
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